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	The reader is enthusiastically encouraged to tackle this second edition text in two ways. The first is simply to scan chapters with their introductions, summaries and conclusion points. Second, is to delve into those sections of seeming greater interest depending upon one’s s- cialty and role. The expansion and quality of this material speak to the success of the first edition by these editors and many similar authors. In addition, the continued and enlarged interest in computer assisted Orthopedic surgery indicates the relevance and enduring importance of this advance in our field of musculoskeletal surgery. I suggest that no other discipline in surgery is so appropriately suited to computer assistance including robotic performance. Orthopedics has always seemed unique to this author in that it focuses more than any other medical field on gross physical, mechanical structure. We deal nearly exclusively in physical repair of broken elements, rearrangement of deformed ones, and resurfacing or refurbishing those that are diseased in a way that has altered their mechanical integrity, shapes, and other structural aspects.
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Optimization Theory and Methods: Nonlinear ProgrammingSpringer, 2006

	Optimization is a subject that is widely and increasingly used in science,
	engineering, economics, management, industry, and other areas. It deals
	with selecting the best of many possible decisions in real-life environment,
	constructing computational methods to find optimal solutions, exploring the
	theoretical properties, and studying...
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Sparrow iOS Game Framework, Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Create mobile games for iOS devices with the Sparrow iOS game framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the principles of Game Mechanics and implement them with Sparrow's powerful framework
	
		Build an entire game throughout the course of the book
	
		This is a practical guide with...
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The Internet: An Ethnographic ApproachBerg Publishers, 2000
An examination of Internet culture and consumption. The Internet is increasingly shaping, and being shaped by, users' lives. From cybercafes to businesses, from middle class houses to squatters settlements, the authors have gathered material on subjects as varied as personal relations, commerce, sex and religion. Websites are also analyzed as new...
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A Guide to MATLAB: For Beginners and Experienced UsersCambridge University Press, 2001

	That statement encapsulates the view of The MathWorks, Inc., the developer of
	MATLAB®. MATLAB 6 is an ambitious program. It contains hundreds of com-
	mands to do mathematics. You can use it to graph functions, solve equations,
	perform statistical tests, and do much more. It is a high-level programming
	language that can communicate...
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Human-Centric Interfaces for Ambient IntelligenceAcademic Press, 2009
To create truly effective human-centric ambient intelligence systems both engineering and computing methods are needed. This is the first book to bridge data processing and intelligent reasoning methods for the creation of human-centered ambient intelligence systems. Interdisciplinary in nature, the book covers topics such as multi-modal...
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The Role of Sphingolipids in Cancer Development and Therapy, Volume 117 (Advances in Cancer Research)Academic Press, 2013

	Advances in Cancer Research provides invaluable information on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research. This thematic volume looks at "The Role of Sphingolipids in Cancer Development and Therapy"

	
		Provides invaluable information on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research
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